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Hazel catkins heralding the start of spring 
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIR 

 

Spring is coming!  Winter will soon be behind 

us – and we are seeing many lovely spring 

flowers together with longer, warmer days. I 

do hope that you are all keeping well and 

continue to stay safe. 

Thanks to the hard work of Lesley Murray, 

who is our committee member responsible for 

finding people willing to entertain us on 

Zoom, we have had some very interesting 

speakers on our open meetings.  A hugely diverting talk (and sing-a-long) on 

jazz and musical theatre – from New Orleans to New York – by Roger Knight!  

We have also had the excellent Dogs and Sheds from Brian Eggleston and of 

course, our very own fabulous Christmas Variety Performance.  All well 

attended and I do hope you enjoyed them.  There is more to come! 

Our Group Contacts are busy too – keeping in touch and creating interesting 

activities for you all.  Committee member Allan Ferguson keeps our Zoom 

diary which lets you to book slots with him.  Please discuss with him regular 

dates for your group – he can organise them.   

I will be stepping down as your Chairman at the next AGM in April.  I 

appreciate all the support everyone in our u3a has given me over the past 

four years and I wish the committee well for the future.  These are troubling 

times for us all, but hopefully the worst will be soon behind us. 

Best wishes, Veronica Kirk 

Chairman, Cupar u3a 

 

Open Meetings 
Our open meetings for the time being will be held via Zoom and commence at 

3:00 p.m. on the second Wednesday of the month. Please look out for 

monthly emails with details of joining instructions 

 

April 14th Cupar u3a AGM 

  

May 12th we have Jane Dawson, John Laing Professor  Emirata of Reformation 

History, with a talk on  'John Knox Man and  Myth”  

 

June The Economics of successful farming in Fife.  with Duncan Pickard,     

No meetings in July and August but hopefully we will be back to meeting in 

person sometime later in the year 
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS  

Chair TBA 

Vice Chair TBA 

Treasurer Francoise Harnett 

Secretary Jane Masters 

Minutes Secretary Jane Masters 

Membership Secretary Elaine Lennox 

Fire Safety  James Tebbs 

Open Meeting Speakers Lesley Murray 

Groups Liaison  Don Allan 

U3A National Delegate 

(Scotland) 
Don Allan 

Newsletter Editor James Tebbs 

General Enquiries  Veronica Kirk 

Web Master Veronica Kirk 

Equality & Inclusion TBA 

Zoom Meeting Co-ordinator Allan Ferguson 

Committee Member Roger Harnett 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Zoom Licence  

We are continuing to make good use Zoom for our virtual meetings and 

expect to renew our licence when the current one expires in June  

Interest Group Start up 
Although it is early days, there seems to be a growing optimism 

amongst our members that activities may slowly begin to start up again.  

In fact I know some of the walking groups have started to lead Covid  

19 compliant walks  

As more of the restrictions get relaxed others may wish to commence 

activities. Please do contact the committee when that time comes for 

your group 
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Group News  

Wool gathering. 

 

Doing cryptic crosswords is challenging. The trick is to reach into the mind of 

the setter and break the code. But even if you succeed in doing that 

sometimes you are left wondering. 

In a recent puzzle I was faced with this clue: 

Absent minded, what must be done before knitting. (4,9). The answer, of 

course, was wool gathering. I did manage to solve the clue but only by filling 

in the blank squares to come up with an answer which fitted that part of the 

clue about knitting. Perhaps I might be in the minority here but I readily 

confess to not coming across this phrase before. Sheep are sheared (shorn) 

and the fleeces are gathered together for transportation, to wherever, for 

processing. I am sure that some stray bits of wool are swept up in the process 

and put into the sacks.   

But I had no idea what wool gathering had to do with absent mindedness. I 

had heard the phrase woolly headed – confused, unclear, impractical – not 

the same 

When I knew what the phrase was I was able to look it up in my dictionary 

and there it was, with the definition “gathering fragments of wool torn from 

sheep by bushes; absent-mindedness ; indulging in idle imagining”; but 

without background or elaboration. 

Like a lot of idioms the origin of this one entails a degree of uncertainty and 

speculation. It was certainly in print in the 16th century but that does not 

confirm the origin. Speculation does however open up a window into the past. 

Picture, if you will a pastoral landscape and poor (as in wealth) old women 

now too infirm to work wandering the hedgerows and collecting small pieces 

of wool which have been caught on the thorns or small sharp branches. The 

wool thus collected could be used to stuff mattresses and the like or spun into 

shawls or blankets. But this is no romantic idyll – the noble peasant as seen 

by the poets. 

Wordsworth wrote:- 

“Intent on gathering wool from hedge and brake 

Yon busy little- ones rejoice that soon 
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A poor old dame will bless them for their boon 

Great is their glee while flake they add to flake 

With rival earnestness, far from strife 

Than will hereafter move them if they make 

Pastime their idol, give their day of life 

To pleasure snatched for reckless pleasure’s sake.” 

Victorian sentimentality? 

My initial thought was that perhaps the phrase was a reflection of the plight of 

those tenants during the times of enclosures (inclosures) and clearances of 

the land. Thrown off their crofts, often violently and dwellings demolished just 

to make way for more profitable sheep. Those same sheep could now, 

perhaps, return some benefit – albeit extremely meagre.  

But we now have an activity with a very serious purpose. So, I ask, how can 

an activity requiring a great deal of effort and attention, with minimal reward, 

and which has been taken up in order to try and alleviate a state of poverty, 

be deemed to be “wandering with little purpose”? 

Wine Group 

Cheers’ ‘Bottoms Up’ and ‘Slainte’. These and sundry similar salutations 

have been Zooming over the airwaves among the members of the U3A 

Number Two Wine appreciation group in recent months. The group 

comprising (in no particular order-other than alphabetical) Helen, Jane, 

Maureen, Pat, Rhonda, Sandy, Tim and Willie have found interesting ways 

of oenological enjoyment during these dark days of lockdown. 

The group’s normal pattern of meeting every 5/6 weeks in a rotation of 

members’ homes juddered to a halt last Spring, with the advent of “you know 

what.” [I promise not to mention the word]. Solitary drinking can only take 

you so far was the common decision and so to brighten the dark December 

days a pre-Christmas not-together get-together was organised for the Friday 

before Christmas day. Pat as the master of Zoom undertook the techie side 

of the proceedings and ensured we were all linked in. 

We are simple people so a simple theme was needed. Thus each member 

chose her/his (note the gender order in view of majority of group members) 

favourite wine to tipple and to extol its virtues to the remainder of the group. 

This resulted in an interesting mix of choices but much more importantly 
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some much needed social interaction and one or two sore heads. 

Buoyed by this success the group determined to continue to meet in a 

slightly more structured form so the last Friday of each month is firmly 

marked in our diaries for lazy liquor liking lockdown. Each month a double 

act of two group members act as masters of wine to introduce tipples with 

background chat covering the wines origin, production methods, pleasing 

properties and suggestions on food pairings. The mechanics of ensuring all 

members have the wines magically before them have been solved by 

distribution whilst out for essential exercise (naturally!) and including Sandy 

bearing clinking contents in a rucksack whilst on a cycle ride to Ladybank. 

In January Rhonda and Willie went bold in Bordeaux with a claret and a 

white Burgundy; both very well received. Wines from that area vary of course 

from some of the great wines of the world to selections from the bottom shelf 

of the supermarket aisle. The group have fixed a reasonable budget so that 

whilst we had no Petrus or Cheval Blanc neither had we Chateau Plonko. 

Maureen and Sandy took the lead for February; Maureen offering a beautiful 

crisp Albarino from Galicia while Sandy’s choice of a Sauternes dessert wine 

was ‘something completely different’ (apologies to Python). The Albarino 

from the Atlantic coastal region of NW Spain with a sharpish flavour with 

hints of saltiness is a worthy alternative to Sauvignon Blanc and Maureen’s 

well researched critique even included some music of the region. Sandy 

explained that Sauternes and the neighbouring village of Barsac occupy a 

unique place in Bordeaux being the only wines of a dessert type which is 

recognised with an accreditation as Grand Cru Superiore. We had been 

advised that this wine is best enjoyed with a soft blue cheese such as 

Roquefort or a pudding like Crème Brulee. Both of these were at hand. 

The group are thoroughly enjoying these distance learning courses but 

naturally are eager to resume normal (table) service.     

 

How many grapes does it take to make a bottle 

of wine. 

There are approximately 75 – 100 grapes to a 

cluster (depending on the grape type). There 

are approximately four clusters to a 750ml 

bottle of wine. 
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Bridge in lockdown                  

Unfortunately, due to the nature of the game - 4 people in close proximity 

sitting around a table and handling packs of cards - it has not been possible to 

keep this group open during the pandemic.  I miss the players and hope that 

we can meet up again as a group later in the year.  People say they will have 

forgotten everything they learned, it has been so long since they played, but I 

am hoping it is like riding a bicycle.  A few wobbles to begin with and then the 

memory filing cabinets will open to the right place and we can all continue.  I 

certainly hope so. 

In the meantime I have registered with bbo (bridge base online) - it is easy to 

register and free to use and I now play bridge with people from all over the 

world.  When I first joined I put my skill level as beginner and was sometimes 

"shouted" at by players who considered themselves to be Advanced or Expert 

but I think my skill level has improved (I now claim to be intermediate) and 

despite the few rude people the vast majority of players are kind, polite and 

willing to help (and offer advice).  Do not be intimidated and it will be fun. 

Elizabeth Brown 

Film Theatre Group   

When you're lying awake with a dismal headache and repose is taboo'd by 

anxiety. 

I conceive you may use the language you choose to indulge in without 

impropriety. " 

This extract from the Opera, Iolathe,  could describe how we might be feeling 

in this most difficult year. Perhaps now we should take some time out to 

fantasize an take a peek into our  'Crystal ball ' ..... 

  

After hibernation we will escape to the world of Film. Watch the drama of 

Theatre. Delight in the beauty of Ballet, Opera and all types of Music.  Gather 

together for coffee and a chat once again. 

All are welcome to join us at the  Film/Theatre Group. 

Sheila Carter 

Creative Writing Group 

Our first meeting of the creative writing group took place on the first week in 

February.  We were 15 and we were so pleased to welcome an editor of the 

People’s Friend, who came to talk to us about short story writing.  It was a 

very interesting insight into the expectations of the magazine and we 

appreciated the time taken to talk to us. 
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After the talk, we agreed to meet monthly and to have a plan for learning 

about different aspects of creative writing, which would take us up to the end 

of June.  We would then plan our next steps. 

Our second meeting is in March – and we will discuss characterisation – but 

not until we have agreed a definition of creative writing, of course! 

Veronica Kirk, Group Contact 

Online Book Group  

Well – who would have thought that we could have so many different opinions 

on a book – we are only 6 people after all – but yes – at least 6 different 

thoughts and views on one book.  The book in question: 

Unless – by Carol Shields 

All in all, it provoked an interesting and lively discussion – which after all is 

the point of the group.  Some loved it, some of us were irritated by it. 

Different aspects of the book aroused admiration and disregard in seemingly 

equal measure.  Who knew that a work of fiction could do this?   

We look forward to our next book: The Overstory by Richard Powers.  I have 

a feeling that this book could provoke similar mixed feelings.     Stay tuned! 

Veronica Kirk, Group Contact 

 

The Girl with the Louding Voice by Abi Dare      

This is a well written story of a Nigerian girl’s struggle to escape from a life of 

servitude, physical, mental and sexual abuse. The book is mainly written as is 

spoken and needs a page or two to become accustomed to the language.  

It is a challenging story about her fight for an education which she sees as a 

way forward for her and all Nigerian girls. The book has its humorous 

moments but also heart breaking at times.  

A very good un-put-downable book by a first time author. 

Book Review 
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French 3 

This group met fortnightly in person but we now meet for 40 minutes every 

week via Zoom. 

We began learning French 3 years ago with a 15 minute a day 

course and the invaluable help of Anne Hughes-Hallett. Anne is 

fluent and polished her language skills while working for the 

French consulate. She continues to lead us and we have 

progressed to reading a simplified version of Jean de Florette by 

Marcel Pagnol. You may already know that it is a French 

classic. The title character is portrayed on film by none other 

than Gerard Depardieu and some of us have managed to watch the film and 

its sequel, Manon des sources. 

There is humour within but some of the main characters are 

unpleasant and downright cruel. There’s plenty to get a discussion 

going and we’re learning vocabulary and idioms along the way. 

There are now 9 of us which would be problematic to house 

physically but it’s ok on Zoom. Should you be interested in 

dropping in please contact me at pgalloway311@gmail.com for 

details. 

Music Group 2 

Members of the Music 2 group have continued to get the opportunity to get 

their fortnightly fix of classical music, courtesy of programmes delivered via 

YouTube.  

But it’s not just Cupar U3A members who are able to enjoy the programmes, 

for they are now being put online.  

A dedicated website, www.therightnotes.org, has been set up to make the 

programmes available to a worldwide audience.  

The programmes – each of which has a subject, sometimes a composer and 

sometimes a theme such as music inspired by Scottish literature, unfamiliar 

overtures or the double bass – are put on the website after group members 

have had a chance to enjoy them.  

As well as providing narrative, the website has links to both YouTube and 

Spotify recordings of the music. It’s worth checking out. And if you are 

wondering why it’s called The Right Notes, well, you will have to read the 

website’s home page.  

Meantime, and until lockdown restrictions permit the group to resume its 

http://www.u3asites.org.uk/cupar/home
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meetings every second Tuesday morning in Ceres, emailed programmes with 

links to YouTube recordings are the order of the day. Recent subjects have 

included the Crail-born musician James Oswald, the role of the triangle in 

orchestral music, Grieg’s Piano Concerto, non-operatic works by opera 

composers, Haydn’s sense of humour, Mozart’s influence on Beethoven and 

the story of The Rite of Spring.  

There has also been a programme on the theme of loneliness – something the 

group is keen to counter through good music and companionship, even if it is 

necessarily somewhat remote during these challenging times. 

Anyone interested in joining Music 2 need only visit the Cupar U3A website for 

details. They would be more than welcome. 

Tom Davison, 

Group contact 

 

 

Music Group 2’s very own Website  
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Creative Writing Group 

WRITING HAIKU IN LOCKDOWN 
 

SCOTLAND’S YEAR OF COASTS & WATERS 2020  
 
1Haiku is a form of traditional Japanese nature poetry which places an 

emphasis on the seasons. Writing on the theme of 2Scotland’s Year of Coasts 

and Waters 2020 I first started to explore Haiku during lockdown. Haiku are 

not punctuated and English forms are usually composed in three lines of 5-7-5 

syllables. Nowadays strict rules are not always followed and I have been 

experimenting with a 3 line, 10 syllable format. I would like to share a few of 

my coast and waters Haiku with you.  

 

1st January 2020 - The Eden Estuary Guardbridge  

 

in fading light  
little egret  

takes flight  

 

February - Mull of Galloway 

 

grey clouds shelter  

behind  

a white lighthouse  

 

April - River Eden Cupar  

river bank 

swells 

with social distancers 
 

June – Cupar  

five miles away  

there is the sea  

waving   

 

July - Tayport Tay Estuary  

 

softly 

an eider’s raft 

floats out to sea 

 
October - Berwickshire Coast  

 

fluffy young gannets 

sit on 

St Abb’s Head 
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1What is Haiku?    

“The primary purpose of reading and writing Haiku is sharing moments of our 

lives that have moved us, as pieces of experience and perceptions that we 

offer or receive as gifts. At the deepest level this is the one great purpose of 

art, and especially literature. The writer invites the reader to share in the 

experience being written about and in the experience of the shared language 

itself.”   

 

Quotation from: William J Higgins & Penny Harter  (2013)  The Haiku 

Handbook  Kodansha Interaction Press.  25th Anniversary Edition.  

ISBN 978-1-56836-540-4 

 

The British Haiku Society      Home - British Haiku Society 
February is National Haiku Writing Month   NaHaiWriMo 

 

 
2Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Waters  2020-2021 

https://www.visitscotland.com/about/themed-years/coasts-waters 

 

EE Benson  

 
REPORT ON 2020-21 PHILOSOPHY PROGRAMME 

 

 Before Covid lockdown in 2020, we had 16 members, currently we 

have 15 members due to 1 member leaving the area 

 After 3 months without meetings, we restarted in Sept 2020, using 

Zoom which is arranged by one of our members who has the Pro 

version, allowing us to have our usual 2 hour meetings 

o Thanks to Zoom, one ex-member has continued to join our 

meetings from Aberdeen 
o After early minor teething problems using Zoom Share, we now 

regularly use Powerpoint & Video in our meetings 

o With meeting numbers usually below 12, group discussion over 

Zoom has worked well 

o We continue with our tradition of a 5 min tea break! 

 Despite 3 members not keen on Zoom, we have averaged over 10 

members per meeting 

 Since Sept 2020, we have have covered a wide range of philosophical  

topics 

o Garden Philosophy 

o Fairness 

o Personal Responsibility 

o Philosophical Thoughts & Fun at Christmas 
o Global Public Goods Responsibility 

o Basic Universal Income 

o The Future of Work 
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 Our last 2 sessions were lead from USA by a St Andrews University 

Philosophy Post Graduate and were particularly lively in discussion 

o Over past 18 months, the use o such guest topic leaders has 

been very popular and we hope to continue with this into 2021-

22 session 

 The other sessions were led by members, including our very newest 

member 

 We plan to continue with Zoom Meetings until June and hopefully, 

after our summer recess, return to normal meetings in September 

 Due to Covid, regretfully we have been unable to enjoy any group 

social events 

 As for membership , we could be pleased to accept at least 1 extra 

member if anyone in U3A Cupar who wishes to join us.  
o You need have no background in Philosophy but just a keen 

interest in joining a fun group to debate a wide range of 

philosophical ideas and challenges. Leading topics for discussion 

is purely voluntary  

o For more information contact Will Aitken (wh.aitken@gmail.com) 

 

Will Aitken, Philosophy Group, Cupar U3A                                 March 2021 

A (true) story about golf 

Those of you who are golfers will probably have heard of Bobby Jones, the 

American amateur who dominated world golf from 1923 to 1930 when at the 

age of 28 and having won everything, he retired from competitive golf. He 

then co-designed the Augusta National Course and co-founded the Masters 

Tournament. In later years, St. Andrews University awarded him an honorary 

degree. This, however, is not a story about him, but about the man who beat 

him. 

On a sunny summer evening when I was 16, my father took me to Pollok Golf 

Club, where he was as member, to play a few holes. As we arrived, 

a man who seemed to me quite old was practice swinging on the first tee. As 

he was on his own, my father asked him if he'd mind if we joined him ; he 

said no, that was fine, and we played ten holes or so with him. His name was 

Andrew Jamieson. 

In fact, Andrew must have been just over 60, and I did not know but found 

out later that, 40 years before, he had caused a sensation when he beat 

Bobby Jones, who was then Open Champion of both Britain and the United 

States, in the British Amateur Championship at Troon. Andrew was 21. They 

met in the round of last 16, and not only did Andrew win, but he won by a 

handsome margin, four holes up with three to play. When the match ended, 
Jones shook his hand and said, 'You played very well, young man'. This fairy-

tale event would have had its proper happy ending if Andrew had gone on to 

win the Championship, but sadly he didn't. 
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His remarkable victory, however, was not a flash in the pan. The Walker Cup, 

the match between the best British and American amateur players, took place 

shortly afterwards at St. Andrews, and on the basis of his triumph at Troon, 

Andrew was picked for the British team. Playing with Cyril Tolley in the 

foursomes against Jones and Watts Gunn, Andrew lost his match by 4 and 3. 

But he then won his singles match, beating Robert Gardner by 5 and 4, the 

largest winning margin on the British side. Tolley, the best English golfer at 

the time, lost to Jones by 12 and 11 (matches then were played over 36 

holes). 

Andrew Jamieson continued to be a leading Scottish golfer for some years, 

winning the Scottish Amateur Championship in 1927. But times were different 

then - amateur players had to earn a living, unless they had private means, 

and no doubt Andrew's opportunities to compete were limited. However, he 
continued to play with distinction locally, and Pollok Golf Club's records show 

that he won their championship eleven times. 

I met him once more, when he came with his family to Crail for their summer 

holiday and we played a round over the Balcomie Course. He was a quiet 

man, impressive to watch, a man who had clearly been a formidable player in 

his time. 

He gave me a little advice on how to play certain shots - the sort of advice 

that teenagers often don't listen to, because they know, don't they? But then, 

I did listen ; after all, he was the man who beat Bobby Jones. 

 

 

Two pictures of the event  

The first shows the end of Andrew Jamieson's match against Bobby Jones and 

the second is Andrew with the Scottish Amateur Championship trophy, which 

he won in 1927. 
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Serves 8-10 Prep 50 minutes plus chilling. Cook time 10 minutes 

This plays on the flavours of coffee liqueur with a creamy Baileys mixture 

topped by a thin but intense layer of black coffee jelly 

11g pack of powdered gelatine  

175g/6oz shortcake biscuits crushed to crumbs 

85g/3oz melted butter 

2 off 250g tubs of mascarpone 

150ml/1/4pt Baileys cream liqueur 

142ml pot of double cream  

2 eggs 

140g/5oz caster sugar  

For the Coffee jelly 

1 heaped tsp powdered gelatine  

150ml/5fl oz strong black coffee sweetened with 2 tbsp of caster sugar 

1 Measure 5 tbsp cold water in a small bowl, then sprinkle over the 

gelatine and leave to soak for 15 mins until spongy. Now stand the bowl of 

gelatine in a pan of gently simmering water and leave until it turns clear. 

2 Meanwhile mix the biscuit crumbs and butter well and press on the base 

of a loose bottom 20cm cake tin. Chill 

3 Beat the mascarpone and Baileys together then stir in the gelatine and 

fold in the cream  

4 Whisk the eggs and sugar in a bowl until thick, pale and foamy, then 

fold in to the cheesecake mixture and pour onto the biscuit base. Chill for 3-4 

hrs or until set 

5 For the Jelly, sprinkle the gelatine over the coffee then put the bowl in a 

Baileys Cheese Cake 
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pan of gently simmering water until dissolved, cool the mixture. When cold 

carefully spoon the coffee mixture on top of the cheesecake to make a thin 

layer – Note don’t pour it on or you will disturb the creamy layer. 

Chill until set (will keep in the fridge for 2 days) 

6 To serve the cheesecake, wrap a hot tea towel around the outside of the 

tin then gently ease out the cake  

Serve in thin slices  

How to use gelatine 

Many cooks avoid using gelatine but it’s easy when you know how. I tend not 

to sprinkle powdered gelatine into hot water as it can go lumpy. The trick is to 

add it to cold liquid, leave it to go spongy and then stand the bowl in a pan of 

simmering water until the gelatine becomes clear 

 
 
Oh to Dream 
 

 
Best Wishes to all our members and remember there is some great advice on 

the u3a National website at the following address  

https://www.u3a.org.uk/covid-19-advice-on-u3a-activities/ 

 

A big-big thankyou to our retiring Chair, Veronica 

Kirk and Committee member Pauline Galloway for 

all the hard work and dedication they have given to 

Cupar u3a over many years  

Dare we hope that meeting 

family & friends and venturing 

away on holiday may be back 

with us again soon.  
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How many words of 4 letters or more can you 

make from these letters. Each letter may only 

be used once and each word must contain the 

middle letter 

Hint  

There are 14, four letter words,  14, five letter 

words, 5, six letter words, 2 seven letter words 

and 1, nine letter word 

P 

T U 

R L 

E 

S 

U 

C 
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National U3A News 

The National Office have been working hard in the background during the 

pandemic and trying to balance staff safety with the need to support and 

resource individual groups 

A new Logo  
You will notice from our title page the U3A have changed their logo and are 

working away from the reference to the words “University of the 3rd Age” in 

their strap line to the more welcoming “Learn Laugh Live” 

New Beacon is coming  
Beacon is a management system designed by U3As, for U3As. It provides a 

simple interface for managing members, groups and finances. Cupar U3A uses 

Beacon as a tool to help manage the Committee’s interface with members and 

we are grateful to Hilary Fraser, Elaine Lennox and Group Contacts who 

enable us to successfully use this valuable application  

 The U3A are working with a third party company in designing a new and 

more resilient version of Beacon and although there have been delays due to 

Covid it is still hoped this will be released later this year.  

 
u3A Day 2nd June 2021 

 

Virtual Resources  

The Trust are continuing to run a range of on-line tutorials which are 

available to members. Many topics are covered but there are some 

particularly useful ones regarding the use of Zoom which our members may 

find useful.  Please visit the following website if you would like to enrol for a 

course.  u3a - Online Tutorials 

Friends Against Scams Sessions 

The u3a have some useful information regarding recent scams and have 

teamed up with several banks to run tutorials on the subject  

Please search for “scams through the U3A website u3a - Smart website search 

The National U3A are planning a day of 

events as part of a celebration and 

awareness campaign  

Please let the committee know if you 

would like to be involved in this activity  

http://www.u3asites.org.uk/cupar/home
https://www.u3a.org.uk/events/online-events
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“DEAR MR MILKMAN 

MESSAGES” 

 

Do you remember those days when 

everyone had milk delivered to the door 

by the milkman on his milk float with that 

distinctive sound as it rattled up the road 

in the early morning? 

Some have never stopped using the Milkman and during Lockdown many 

have resumed such deliveries. 

For those who have forgotten, the milk was delivered to your front doorstep in 

glass bottles, which once empty would be rinsed and left outside for the 

milkman to collect. 

Communication would be via the Note in the bottle not by text or email 

message. 

These are genuine examples of notes left by customers for the 

milkman’s urgent attention! 

 I’ve just had a baby, please leave another one. 

 Please leave an extra pint of paralysed milk. 

 Cancel one pint after the day after today. 

 Please don’t leave any more milk. All they do is drink it. 

 Milkman, please close the gate behind you because the birds keep 

pecking the tops off the milk. 

 Milkman, please could I have a loaf but not bread today. 

 Please cancel the milk. I have nothing coming into the house but two 

sons on the dole. 

 Sorry not to have paid your bill before, but my wife had a baby and I’ve 

been carrying it around in my pocket for weeks. 

 Sorry about yesterday’s note. I didn’t mean one egg and a dozen pints, but the 

other way round. 

 When you leave my milk please knock on my bedroom window and wake me 

because I want you to give me a hand to turn the mattress. 

 Please knock. My TV’s broken down and I missed last night’s episode of 

‘Coronation Street’ If you saw it, will you tell me what happened over a cup 

of tea? 

 My daughter says she wants a milkshake. Do you do it before you deliver or 
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do I have to shake the bottle? 

 Please send me a form for cheap milk, for I have a baby two months old and 

did not know about it until a neighbour told me. 

 Please send me details about cheap milk as I am stagnant. 

 Milk is needed for the baby. Father is unable to supply it. 

 From now on please leave two pints every other day and one pint on the days 

in between, except Wednesdays and Saturdays when I don’t want any milk. 

 My back door is open. Please put milk in fridge, get money out of cup in 

drawer and leave change on kitchen table in pence, because we want to play 

bingo tonight. 

 Please leave no milk today. When I say today, I mean tomorrow, for I wrote 

this note yesterday. 

 When you leave the milk please put the coal on the boiler, let the dog out and 

put newspaper inside the screen door. P.S. Don’t leave any milk. 

 No milk. Please do not leave milk at No. 14 either as he is dead until further 

notice. 

Hope you enjoyed the messages in a bottle! 

 

 

Please keep in touch  

Lockdown has inevitably reduced the personal contact we have with each 

other and the Committee were sorry to learn some-what late in the day of the 

death of one of our members. 

This can be made more difficult as both the National Office and Cupar U3A 

transfer to more automated ways of distributing information.    

Please do let us know if you hear of anything you think we should be aware of  
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To keep you amused  
 

ALL ANSWERS END IN ‘END’ 

 

1 A person you like a lot  

2 A new development in fashion  

3 To move a body so it’s not straight  

4 The income paid to a priest  

5 To understand someone completely  

6 Avril Lavigne’s first US  Number One hit  

7 Payment to Shareholders  

8 Title for a priest  

9 Saturday and Sunday  

10 To repair something  

11 To loan something  

12 To despatch a  letter  

13 To reach or stretch  

14 A story from ancient times  

15 Imaginary or not real  

16 To tell someone off  

17 To rise above  

18 Forcefully stretch a limb  

19 To change the words of a text  

20 To give  money  for payment  

21 Be patronising  

22 A mixture of different substances  

23 An evil spirit or demon  

24 To overturn  

25 Advice as a course of action  

   

 

Answers  
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A recent picture of a rainbow taken at Newton near Auchtermuchty 

 

          The Rainbow 

Boats sail on the rivers, 

And ships sail on the seas; 

But clouds that sail across the sky 

Are prettier far than these. 

 

There are bridges on the rivers, 

As pretty as you please; 

But the bow that bridges heaven, 

And overtops the trees, 

And builds a road from earth to sky, 

Is prettier far than these. 

                                        Christina Rossetti  
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Groups Currently Offered by Cupar U3A

Art Appreciation    4th Tuesday monthly 

Art History     1st Thursday monthly 

Bridge     1st and 3rd Wednesday 

Craft      2nd & 4th Tuesday 

Book Group online   Monthly 

Cryptic Crosswords, 1 Across  Mondays am fortnightly 

Cryptic Crosswords, Clueless  Thursdays am fortnightly 

Cycling     1st Monday, monthly 

Dance     Mondays pm 

Economics     Last Monday monthly 

Film/Theatre & Outings   Monthly 1st Friday a.m. 

French 1     Mondays am 

French 2     Tuesday am fortnightly 

French 3 (beginners)   Mondays pm 

Gaelic Conversation   Mondays am, weekly 

Gardening 1     4th Monday pm 

Gardening 2    1st Tuesday pm 

Guitar     Monday am fortnightly  

Indoor Sport    Tuesdays pm 

Italian Intermediate   Thursdays pm 

Jazz Appreciation    3rd Thursday monthly 

Local History    4th Friday pm monthly 

Lunch/Social    2nd Monday 

Music , Letham (2 groups)  fortnightly Tuesdays, am and pm 

Music, Ceres    fortnightly Tuesdays, pm 

Philosophy     2nd Thursday pm monthly 

Play Reading    4th Thursday monthly 

Solo Lunches    Monthly 2nd Sunday 
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Poetry     Friday pm fortnightly 

Singing for Fun    2nd & 4th Thursday, pm 

Solo Lunches    2nd Sunday monthly 

Spanish Beginners   2nd & 4th Tuesday am 

Swallows Walking  1   1st Wednesday am 

Walking 2     3rd Thursday am 

Walking 3     3rd Wednesday am (shorter walks) 

Walking 4     4th Wednesday am (longer walks) 

Ukulele 1     Fridays am 

Ukulele beginners    Wednesdays am 

Whisky Tasting    Monthly 1st Friday 

Wine Tasting Premier Crew  every 2 months 

Wine Tasting 2    Monday monthly 

Wine Tasting 3    tbc 

 

To Kee 

ANY QUESTIONS?  PLEASE CONTACT US through any of the contact 

methods shown on the front page    

 

Thank you to all our contributors. 
We really do appreciate the time and effort you 

put into preparing and submitting articles.  

Please remember 

subscriptions to Cupar 

U3A of £15 per member 

for year 2021/22 are 

due in April   

Word Wheel 9 letter word  

SCULPTURE 

http://www.u3asites.org.uk/cupar/home

